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Lower Hutt – Near new practice for sale 

 
Modern ground floor spacious premises largely using just 1 surgery. A second surgery is functional with an 

older chair but needs cabinetry, while there is potential for a third surgery. Included in the lease are 3 car 

parks. 

The practice has been operating 4 days a week Monday to Thursday, with a late night on Tuesday. The 

practice is based on traditional basic dentistry, with clients needing implants, bridge work and dentures 

being referred to other practitioners. Prices could be easily increased.  

Current revenues are at the $310,000 level. This could be easily increased by increasing prices, extending 

to a 5 or 6 day week, and adding an extra clinician and an OHT.  

Estimated turnover from a 2-surgery practice with a modest increase in prices could be in the $750,000 to 

$800,000 range, with substantially improved profitability. While the practice has no website and does little 

advertising, new clients find their way to the practice. There are 2 staff: a chairside assistant and 

receptionist. Exact is used, along with Examine Pro. 

This 34 year old practice moved in 2019 to a modern building with new fixtures and fittings. Of the 

estimated $125,000 of fixed assets, $25,000 covers plant and equipment and the other $100,000 covers 

leasehold improvements, furniture and fittings.  

The practice is well priced at $240,000 comprising Assets of $125,000 and Goodwill of $115,000. 

Wanting to build a top practice? Bring your skills and take advantage of the potential this practice offers.  

Location: Central Lower Hutt 

Lease:  6 years to 31 May 2025 with 1 x 3 right of renewal 

Price:  $240,000 
 

To find out more about the practice, you are invited to register your interest and sign our 

Confidentiality Agreement.  Contact Bruce on 021 777 499  

https://www.lanz.dental/practice-sales/confidentiality-agreement/

